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December, from AMOT-245. The second paragraph of Field Comment 2 

was received from AMCLEVE-15. 
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sugsect ‘Alliances Among, and Splits. DATE CF REPORT “Ὁ eoeethor 1833 
Within Cuban kaigre Organizutivas : 
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REFERENCES 

DATE OF December 1966 
INFO, εὰ 

ee urc0720 
ToS 1S UNEVALUATED INFORMATION BOL TCE CRAUINGS ANE MEFIMITEGE APPRAIGAL OF COMPENT 18 TEMTATIVE 

Members of a group of Cuban veaigrey traincod in the techniques 
of information collection. The group hag provided useful 
reports since 1961. : : 

SOURCE: 

1. Summary. This report contains information on alliances 
‘among, and splits within, some of the Cuban emigre orpuniza- 
tions as they exist in DecenLer 16966, 

2. Field Comment. Two organizations which have emerged as 
dominant groups in the Χο community ara the Hovimiento 
Insurreccional de Recuperacion Revolucionaria (MIRR, 
Insurrectional HYovement for Revolutionary Necovery), headed 
by Orlando Bosch Avila, and the Representacion Cubana en 
el Extlio (HECK, Cuban Repregontation in Exile), headed ky 
Ernesto Preyre Varona. Host of the pa habe: fa organizations 
are now associated with one vf these groups. 

3. As of December 1966 the following orvanizations are associated 
with the HIRR: - 

a, One faction of Comanceg L (CL). 

ὃ, The alliance of the Sogunde Frente Nacional del Escantray 
(SFNE, Second National Frort of the Fsucambray) and Alpha-66. 
Thia alliance hag a avtusl assistance agreement with the 

HMIRR-CL alliance, although no formal pact has been signed. 

The Movimiento de Recuperacion Ruvolucionaria Cubana 

(IRRC, Cuban Revolutionary. Recovory Hoveuent). 

ἃ, The Comite de Ayuda a la Resistencia (CAR, Committee for 
the Aid to the Resistance). 

4, The SPNE~Aleba-G66 alliance, in turn, bas pacts with the Now 
York branches of the folloviuy organizations, in addition 
to having a branch of their organization in New York: 
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One faction of the Movintento Revolucionarto 30 de 

Novieubre (HRTN, 30 Noventer Revolutionary Mevenent) 

“RRC 

Rescate Denocratico Revolucionario (RDR, Revoluticzary 

Democratic Rescue). \ 

groups listed below are assuciated with the Coordinscion 

de Fuerzas (CF, Coordination of Forees), an alliance ferred 

by the initiative of the Representacio 

(RECE, Cuban Representation in Exile): 
ἢ Cubana en el Ex:lio 

; 

One faction of the CL 

One faction of the MRTN 

Movimiento Democrata Cristiano (HDC, Christian Denorratic 

Movement). : 

CL is split into two factions. 

The faction which is allied with the MIRR is headed 

by Jose A. Rajoy, and 15 composed of the majority 

of the action-type members of the original organization. 

The faction which is affiliated with the CF is headed 

by Ramon Font Βα 611, This faction has a larger nunber 

of the members of the original organization, but fever 

of the action type. A significant nuaber of the nemters 

of this faction are adherents of Fulgencic Batista Laldivar, 

former President of Cuba. 

Each faction controls part of the equipment which belonged 

to the original organization. 

The 

a. 

MRTN is split into three factions, 

The faction which is allied with the SFNE is located 

in New York, and is headed by Hiram Gonzalez Herrera. 

Although this group has few members, τῷ is the best 

organized of the three factions, The main activity of 

this group is to collect money for the SFNE, 

The faction which is sssociated with the CF is disorganized, 

beset with internal dissensiva, and has few meabers. Siuce 

early summer 1966, two leaders of this factien hare resigned 

because of internal problems, first Higuel Isa Fresneda, 

then his successor, Luis Moreno Alvarez, Raul Horta is 

now the leader of this faction, which is expected to 

maintain its association with the CF. 

The third faction, which is ealled the Frank Pais 

Revolutionary Movement (MRFP), is actually a phantca 

organization. Arturo Gonzalez Gonzalez, the leacer, 

uses the name of this group in an effort to create the 

impression that he has a position of leadership in the 

emigre community. This faction is not known to be 

connected with any other organization, although at one 

time it was associated with the Alianza Revolucionaria 

Democratica (ARD, Democratic Revolutionary Alliaace). 
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Source Comaent, In aarly Revenber Frayre anid that he 
‘approved of ths affiliations of the SFNE, Alpna-68 and 
CAR, with tne HIRR, Hoe said that the oxietonce of only 
two action groups, those headed by RECE and ΠΗ, would 
facilitate thescoordination of plang SOr action against 
Cuba, ἢ 

ΠῚ; 
Yield Comment. Articles 16 tho Miasi Herald tn December, 

which reported the detentién tn MST CF #IVe Cuban enigros, - 
referred. to this alliance aa the Cubah Coordinating Comnittea 
(CCC), and stated that it was composed of RECE, CL, MRTX, 
Asociacion Veteranes de Bahia de Cochinos (Brigada 2508 ἬΝ 

VEC, Agsocdation of Veterans of the Bay of Piga ( Brigade 
508) 7, aad Los Pinoa yeyee (PN, New Pines). "δ τὰ 

Another δουχοῦ who has aany close associates who are’ members 
of esigra activist. organizations, reported taat the Asoctacion 
@e Arquitcotes Cubsanos en el Exilio (AACE, Association of ᾿ 
Cuban Architects in Exile), and Municipio de Cardezas (Cardenas . 
Muntcipality), a chapter of the Cubaa Municipalities in Exile. 
(ECB) are also associated with the CY, 

The 10 Decenbor issue of Diario las Americas GASBied a paid 
political announcement which otate aat the Terminos 
Municipales Independientes (Cubanos) (TMI, Independent 
MuaAicipal Districts) 1s boing formed by ewigrea who had 
Yegigned from the MCE, 3; 

Source Comments: 

3. HX 's association with the ΟΝ bag not been announced 
publicly. 

4. ἴρα 18 no longer active in eaigre organizations, He 
devotes his time to directing and administering a 
school for dental technicians, 
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“suatcl © prans of the. Insurrectional DAME ΘΕ ΡΟΣ 12 hag Ave e 
“Movement for Revolutionary Nn oars 

‘Recovery (MIRR) to Attack a ᾿ : al 
ϑοντος Vessel on the High Seas - . 

Ἀερεκένςες. 

ραάτίοε [ ᾿ 
INFO, ᾿. ; 
PLACE 
bare so UPG-8274 - 

“ees Ν ws SPONEVALCOATED ἘΝ ΈΝΑΥ ΟΝ φοιδον _GRADINGS AVL DEFING VE δέρκαιδλι OF CONTENT τς Ὑγντατιν αὶ 

εσθαι, , 
AY ἜΠΕΣΑ of a group; of Cuban emigres trained in the techniques 
of information collection. The group has provided useful 
‘reports since 1961. 

On 8 Nay 1966 Orlando. Bosch Avila, leader of the Movimiento 
Insurreccional de Recuperacion Revolucionaria (MIRR, Insur- 
rectional Movement for Revolutionary Recovery)., said that 
between 9 and b May thes MIRR will attack e Soviet vessel on 
the high 5885. He had a picture of a boat about 26 feet long 
which he said would be used in the attack.?- 

1. Field Comment: Two recent reports from the same source 
wave information which may relate te the plan. One report 
mentioned a NIRR plan which would involve the United States 
ina "serious way", for which the MIRR needed a 28-foot 
high-speed launch. The other reported that a planned 
attack on a vessel was aborted when the NIRR beat encountered 
difficulties after it was under way. but that another attempt 
would be made to EOPey, out the operation, 

2. Source Comment: The name and registration number of the 
boat Was not visible in the photograph. -A man With a 
recoillesscannon was aboard the boat. The date and place 
where the photograph was taken is not known. 
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SOURCE: AMTAUP=2 in AMOT report DD~1843, 2 May 1966, He received the .information from Orlando BOSCH, 
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| reports ‘since (1961, 

_ Fiold Comment. “The MIRR has for some timo been planning 
ἢ, to. attack: vessels of nations which trade with Cuba, 
εἰ Besides Sabotage on vessels in ports, members of the 
- MIRR have discussed ‘plans to attack vessels on the high: 
“peas; gone plans included: the. use of asircraft as wall as 
boats, 

Ϊ APPS aay OF CONTENT 1 Contemed by otter indeGendent and tehable sources 
| faye  ζάπηρ! be netged, 3s 

ΕΝ ' τς CONFIDENTIAL ! 
a CONTROLLED DISSEM. ‘ i koe 
| ---- ------ ----- - ὸ RORRGND LBS 
ἐς : 
rh counrey Cuba: . ‘: : REPORT NO. 

|: SUBJECT Ὁ ‘plans’ of the MIRR to Sabotage DATE OF REPORT, May. 1966 
᾿ ᾿ Vessols of Nations Which Trade ae ἃ, ἢ ves 

With Cuba τς, NO-PAGES σ΄ 2. 
ἰ ; 

REFERENCES 
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Ι. INFO: ra ae Do le 
I” PLACE ἃ ae “as 
| ‘DATE ACQ 
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F SOURCE, ~2, _. cate € Se eet ἢ a 
i - “A member (of a group of Cuban emigres trained in the techniques 

; Ok. information -collection, ~ +8 group Hee yeoy aged useful ᾿ es . 

i 
| 

ἰ on 28 April. 1966 Orlando Bosch Avila,. leader of tho Movimiento 
᾿ Insurreccional de Recuperacion Revolucionaria (MIRR, 

ὃν Insurrectional Movement for Revolutionary Recovery), said 
i ‘that 20 men were located in various ports in the United States. 
Ϊ _. and Latin America with orders to place explosives, which they 
7 : ‘ave, on vessels of nations which trade with Cuba,“ One of the 
| εν best’ men is in Costa ‘Rica, and the first act of sabotage 
i ' against a vessel may occur there, He said that the men are 
᾿ in touch with labor leaders at the ports where they are located, 
] ἢ 
i 

I 

| 
| 

| 

According. to. Bosch, he has received a vote of confidence fron. 
" members of the “IRR to be solely responsible for the planning 

and execution of the sabotage of ships which will be carried 
out by these men, Only he can identify tho men and their 
locations, and he.is the only person who is in touch with 
them, He said that not even the executive committee of the 
MIRR knows the. adentities of the: men, 

Bosch said that one plan of the MIRR to attack a vessel on the 
-high seas which was engaged in Cuban trade failed when the 
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MIRK boat encountered difficulties after it was under way, 
and was forced to return to its point of departure, but 

that another attempt will ba made soon, Ho said that tho 
United. States Government authorities will be unable to 
prevent this attack because the MIRR boat is outside of the 
Unitod States, 

7 \ 

Bosch compentod that there will be no pickoting when he goes 
on trial,” Howover, if the verdict is not favorable, he will 
then arrange street demonstrations and pickets, 

Fiold Comments: 

1, The MIRR publicly claimed crédit for the attack on the 
SATRUSTEGUI, a Spanish vessel, at San Juan, Puorto Rico,’ 
on 9 October 1965, 

2, An article on Bosch, written by Carlos Martinez of the 
Latin American Staff of the Miami Herald, was published 
in that newspaper on 1 May, The article reports on the 
militant activities of Bosch and the MIRR which violate 

U. S. laws, Bosch is facing three separate trials ina 
two-week period beginning on 19 May, » The charges pending 
against him includo: -conspiring to export arms to Cuba, 
extortion, and illegal transportation and possession of 
explosives, Bosch is quoted as saying that "we have a 

. kight to work for Cuba here or anywhere in the world," 
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ΤῸ, ports oie 

Orlando Bosch. Avi Tea ler of the Movimiento Insurréc- 
Recuperacion Revoluciouarta (ΑΒΕ, Insurrectional . 

OM y nt for Revolutionary Recovery). . He planned to ask Bosch 
" tovarrange: to have members of .the MIRR picket in Miami on 5 May 

᾿ ΡΉΡΑ ἤνΛΟΣ was scheduled to be tried on charges 

In return, Donestevez 
gill: Antroduce Bosch. ‘to American investors. who can 

ere ‘that it is. an advantage to be friendly with an 
eet, group. such as the MIRR, . 

ae 
_ On, 28. ‘Ap rid Bosch said. that ‘he was very interested in meoting 
with "Doneatever and being introduced to American investors who ᾿ 
might be |willing to ‘lend money to the MIRR. He said that he ae ἢ 
was also: -onsider ing having Donen tevez build a boat for the fi 

uh 

Ἃς Donadtovent has δος involved ‘in negotiating for the re~- 
lease |of political prisoners” in Cuba; and he has travelled 
to Cuba: for that: purpose, (Cf, CSDB-312/01128- 66 and 
related reports, ) He has a factory which manufactures ; ᾿ Ι 
aiberetsee: boats at 2215 West ‘Nineth Avenue, Hialeah, 
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